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Fellow Members, 

Let me take this opportunity to address certain matters that have been sensationalized for months and 

may now leave you in the difficult position of not knowing all the facts. | have tried to maintain my 

silence in hopes of protecting my family and avoiding any further distractions to my colleagues. First, let 

me be clear this has never been about maintaining a monetary pension that | won’t receive for another 

23 years. Nor is this is about my political career, which | voluntarily relinquished months ago. My sole 

motivation in this letter is to maintain my innocence, stand on the constitutional conservative principles 

that | took an oath and was duly elected to defend, while protecting due process rights for both myself 

and future members. 

In America, we are innocent until proven guilty. 

In America, we receive a fair trial — and that does not mean trial by media or trial by unsubstantiated 

hearsay from anonymous sources (most of whom possess obvious conflicts of interest). 

In America, we are entitled to due process. 

in America, we possess the right to face our accusers. 

A fair process consistent with those principles is all | desire — but no such process has occurred. 

At the very least, we as members should take seriously our responsibility to hold our leaders 

accountable to the same rules and laws which we all promised to uphold and protect. 

And while | stand ready to respond to specific accusations and accept a mild degree of fault, | must also 

address the reprehensible nature of how this entire situation was handled. 

Dangerous Precedent 

If members can be expelled based solely upon anonymous sources, and without any form of legitimate 

due process, any member who opposes House leadership could easily suffer the same fate. 

Remember, the Attorney General “Report” is nothing more than a collection of anonymous hearsay — 

not just hearsay — anonymous hearsay. As you will read in this Response, people accused of sexual 

harassment are entitled to a “fair hearing” — which never occurred. The policy doesn’t say to launch an 

overly-broad Attorney General investigation. It says they receive a “fair hearing.”



Speaker Harwell also ignored House rules and launched an Attorney General investigation more than 

one week prior to the day the ad hoc committee ever executed a document authorizing any type of 

investigation. (see attachment 1) 

This type of unbridled authority is dangerous. We have a process in place to handle sexual harassment 

and everything that occurred during this entire ordeal flies in the face of the process we all voted on and 

we all agreed to utilize. 

If the existing process isn’t sufficient, change it — but don’t retroactively deprive someone of rights 

guaranteed to them under the House rules. Unfortunately, that’s exactly what has happened. 

Attorney General Admitted that NO Direct Evidence was Found that my Vote was ever Influenced 

The last time the General Assembly expelled a member, the person was convicted of Attempted Bribery. 

Even after all those countless interviews, page 10 of the AG Report states, “No direct evidence was 

presented to the Office that Rep. Durham’s vote was actually affected by a lobbyist’s response.” 

This fact alone, along with not ever being even charged with a crime or ever being the subject of any 

formal complaint, creates a glaring contrast in comparison between me and the last individual to be 

expelled. That same person had also received a fair trial in Carter County. 

Campaign Finance 

The reason for a discrepancy between the balance shown by the Registry of Election Finance and my 

actual bank account is due to investments. If 1 did not presently need the money, | allowed most of the 

funds to generate interest. 

And although it would seem difficult to understand based upon print media reports, the erroneous claim 

that | paid $2000 to my company from my campaign account has already been disproven. (see 

Attachment 2) 

Regardless, the audit is not yet complete and it would thus seem premature to act — at least based upon 

any campaign finance issue — until the audit is finished and | receive the opportunity to address any 

findings. That’s the only fair thing to do. Furthermore, even if the erroneous claim had been true, 

several legislators have previously been forced to repay money to their campaigns and faced no further 

action. 

Sexual Harassment Policy 

In the Tennessee General Assembly, we have a sexual harassment policy. House Rules specifically 

reference the policy in Rule 82. The relevant part of the policy states, “/n no event will information 

concerning a complaint be released to anyone who is not involved with the investigation. Nor will 

anyone involved be permitted to discuss the subject outside the investigation.... The purpose of this 

provision is to protect the confidentiality of the person who files a complaint, to encourage the reporting 

of any incidents of sexual harassment, and to protect the reputation of any person wrongfully charged 

with sexual harassment.” (see attachment 3) 

Sound familiar? It shouldn’t — because that’s the exact opposite of what House leadership did. How in 

the world House attorneys can ethically justify this blatant violation of House rules is beyond 

imagination. Their argument for everything imaginable seems to be that the House can do what they



want. Ok. First of all, House leadership does not equal a constitutional majority of House members, but 

if House leadership can do whatever they want, why do we even have rules? 

The policy also states that, “Each person is guaranteed an impartial and fair hearing.” 

Obviously, both these principles were completely disregarded, which allowed me to be convicted in the 

media without any form of due process and helped create the situation where we all find ourselves 

today. The process also requires the filing of a formal written complaint — yet another basic 

requirement which was completely disregarded. 

Constitutionality in Question #1 — Article Ill, Section 9 

Rather than having an attorney employed by a political adversary cite their opinion — an opinion not 

supported by a single court case in Tennessee history and an illogical stretch of a 30-year-old Attorney 

General Opinion -- | encourage members to read the text themselves. You don’t have to be an attorney 

to figure out what it means. After all, members are the people who must raise their right hands and 

take an oath to protect the U.S. and Tennessee Constitutions. 

Article Ill, Section 9 reads: “He (the Governor) may, on extraordinary occasions, convene the General 

Assembly by proclamation, in which he shall state specifically the purposes for which they are to 

convene; but they shall enter on no legislative business except that for which they were specifically called 

together.” 

There are plenty of places where the Constitution says we shall “make no law....” or other distinctions. 

In this instance, the Constitution uses the broader “shall enter on no legislative business” language. If 

removing a member of the General Assembly is not legislative business, why is it something that has 

only rarely been done since the Civil War? 

To address the very dated Attorney General Opinion, such an act is also certainly not “procedural” — 

regardless of whether the body possesses absolute authority over the matter — because it almost never 

happens. Procedural actions are actions you must do to deliberate the focus of the Governor’s 

proclamation — not matters which are optional, effectuate the force of law and undo the final two 

months of a two-year term which resulted from a fair and valid election. 

And let’s be clear, a vote for expulsion is a vote to overturn an election. Doing so would take away the 

votes of my constituents who duly elected me to serve a full two-year term — not a term of one year and 

10 months. Undoing the votes of 74% of district 65 is hardly a procedural matter, but serious legislative 

business. 

Constitutionality in Question #2 — the Ad Hoc Committee 

Even if someone believes that the Speaker of the House does possess the authority to handpick four 

House members who can then, without a constitutional majority, take a constitutional power held by 

the entire House of Representatives and delegate it to another branch of state government, what was 

the purpose of the ad hoc committee considering the committee did NOT recommend expulsion and we 

then do it anyway? What other committee in the House has ever NOT recommended a bill or resolution 

for passage, but we passed it anyway? None come to mind. 

The Attorney General Supposedly Providing Me a Chance to Tell My Side



The seemingly prevailing notion that | was somehow granted a reasonable opportunity to tell the 

Attorney General my side of the story is completely false. My attorney nor | were ever given any specific 

information regarding any allegation until the report was released to the public. We were willing to 

speak to the Attorney General if they provided reasonable ground rules but the Attorney General 

refused to tell us even the slightest detail about any possible allegation. They simply told us we could 

“read the newspaper.” A direct quote from my attorney states, “We didn't ‘refuse’ to talk; we just said 

we needed fair ground rules.” (see attachment 4) 

As an attorney, it would be foolish -- and likely grounds for malpractice -- to send a client to 

communicate with an investigator if the investigators refuse to provide any information regarding what 

the investigators will ask — especially if they likely want the client to recall text messages or statements 

from multiple years ago. The entire reason | preserved all my text messages on a cloud was so | could 

assist in the investigation -- but the truth is that the Attorney General’s Office was more interested in an 

ambush than any form of truth-finding mission. 

This is the same Attorney General that released its Report two days prior to Early Voting and would 

never tell my attorney one specific allegation before we read them in the media. How could there have 

possibly been a legitimate investigation if one side didn’t know the specific allegations before the 

investigation was published? 

Also worth noting is that my attorney repeatedly asked — but was denied — the opportunity to address 

our concerns with the ad hoc committee. Curiously, we were told that our concerns were denied by 

Speaker Harwell — not by the committee itself. 

Inaccurate Public Quotes 

| must also address some of quotes which have been made public. Yes, it sells more newspapers, but 

the statement that I’m accused of “inappropriate sexual contact” with 22 women is bogus. No rational 

human being could read the report and actually believe that is true. Texting someone “what’s up?” or 

having a conversation with a lobbyist, in the presence of my wife, and offering a simple verbal 

compliment can hardly be considered inappropriate conduct. 

Also false is the notion that | “sexually harassed” 22 women. That statement is simply not supported by 

facts, and several Jane Does do not work anywhere remotely near the Capitol. Why then were they 

even included in this report? And why did investigators speak to a male who worked for my private 

company in Franklin? Because the investigation was a fishing expedition designed to collect as many 

allegations as possible — no matter how bogus they were — to achieve a desired purpose. Had we been 

presented with the allegation of moving $2000 from my campaign to my title company, such a claim 

could have easily even disproven (as is the case now). 

Even if you choose to believe literally every word of anonymous hearsay contained in the Attorney 

General Report (which is impossible because several individuals actually contradict themselves), you 

could only claim that I’m accused of having consensual “sexual contact” with one individual who did not 

even work in or around the Capitol, making it irrelevant to the investigation. Interestingly enough, since 

making these anonymous false accusations, she has coincidentally been rewarded with new 

employment by the State.



Zero of the 22 Jane Does remotely fit any definition of sexual harassment. Even if you somehow believe 

the definition of sexual harassment is satisfied by the anonymous testimony of one or more Jane Does, a 

sexual harassment complaint process exists and running to the media and talking anonymously is not 

that process. None of the individuals followed the process and filed a complaint. 

If rumors and hearsay are enough to remove members of the House, we may eventually not have 

enough members to reach a quorum. 

Sexual Harassment Defined 

The Tennessee General Assembly Sexual Harassment Policy states: 

“Sexual harassment is a violation of Title VII of the Civil Rights Acts of 1964 and it is against the policy of 

the Tennessee General Assembly for any employee, male or female, to sexually harass another employee 

by 

a. Making unwelcome sexual advances or requests for sexual favors or other verbal or physical 

conduct of a sexual nature as a condition of employment, or continued employment, or 

b. Making submission to or rejections of such conduct the basis for administrative decisions 

affecting employment, or 

Cc. Creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive working environment by such conduct.” 

(shown in attachment 3) 

Sexual Harassment Definition Applied 

For the past four years, I’ve only had three male assistants and one male intern, making all three 

definitions literally impossible. How then could | make anything conditional on a female’s employment 

(as required by section a.)? | also do not possess the power to make any administrative decisions based 

on any female’s employment (as required by section b.). And “such conduct” in section c. refers to the 

conduct contained sections a. and b.; therefore, section c. cannot be applicable, either. It follows that | 

could not have possibly “sexually harassed” any of the individuals in the Report. It is a legally 

impossibility. 

Sexual Harassment Statute of Limitations 

According to the Tennessee Human Rights Commission, the statute of limitations for sexual harassment 

is 180 days from the date of the incident. Not only has no complaint been filed today, literally every 

single encounter would’ve been time-barred at the time the Attorney General Report was released. So, 

according to Tennessee law, no action could even legally be brought. 

Why do we have the statute of limitations? Because, after a certain period of time elapses, it’s simply 

unfair to make someone respond to accusations — and that’s yet another problem with the process 

House leadership used. 

Again, if my conduct was truly reprehensible, why did not one single person file a complaint right away? 

Remember, according to our Tennessee General Assembly Sexual Harassment Policy, complaints are 

anonymous, too. It was not until House leadership ignored House rules, repeatedly escalated media 

reports and allowed the situation to become a pure media spectacle before the overwhelming majority



of these women ever made accusations -- and that was also only after being summoned to the Attorney 

General’s office and strongly encouraged to do so (see attachment 5). 

The Attorney General Report Serving as “Evidence” 

There is nothing about the Attorney General Report that remotely complies with the Tennessee Rules of 

Evidence. Not only is it entirely hearsay, the Jane Does are anonymous and were not subject to cross- 

examination. The Attorney General can make their Report look as lengthy and extensive as at they 

want, but it has NO more legal significance than a fancy collection of rumors (aka zero). 

Though difficult to determine this fact by reading the Attorney General Report, very few individuals 

produced actual text messages. Rather, the report routinely used misleading quotation marks when 

individuals merely recalled what they thought they remembered a text to say. The Report also quoted 

statements as fact from declarants who had no personal knowledge of situations and could only rely 

upon hearsay. Having preserved my text messages on a cloud, per their request, | could have easily 

disproven many of these allegations (and still can — but | need a fair hearing). Despite my attorney’s 

request, the Attorney General would not allow me to defend myself by providing any specific allegations 

to which | could respond before the Report was released to the public. 

Jane Does Possess Conflicts of Interest 

Of the 16 Jane Does who are lobbyists, 13 either lobby for unions or lobbied to support Medicaid 

Expansion and, thus, possessed a clear motive to see me removed from office. As many of you know, | 

was the prime sponsor of the legislation which — for now — stopped Medicaid Expansion, | carried 

multiple pro-business (“anti-union”) bills, and was primary sponsor of the bill to help reign in taxpayer- 

funded lobbying. As the AG Report stated, “No direct evidence was presented to the Office that Rep. 

Durham’s vote was actually affected by a lobbyist’s response,” It was quite the opposite, actually, as | 

was not beholden to any special interest group — and, not shockingly, the majority of these Jane Does 

are lobbyists who represent the exact same special interest groups that | routinely fought against. 

Another Jane Doe is now ironically employed by a large healthcare entity that strongly supports 

Medicaid Expansion and actively raised money to defeat me. 

Leadership’s Inconsistent Statements 

Let me be clear that Speaker Harwell nor Leader McCormick ever once approached me about any 

conduct issues. In one heated phone conversation, Leader McCormick took a jab at me saying “people 

say you can’t keep your f****** d*** in your pants” but he never seriously approached me to address 

any conduct. Any claim to the contrary is simply untrue. If my conduct was so reprehensible, wouldn’t 

these issues have come to light in my contentious leadership election? After all, most of the complaints 

involve conduct that allegedly occurred during my first term — not my second term. 

Speaker Harwell also made two separate statements that cannot both be true. First, she said that she 

sent Connie Ridley to speak to me regarding my behavior. Next, she said knew nothing of this supposed 

behavior. These statements seem mutually exclusive but the media has never done their job and 

pressed the issue. 

In leadership, it’s extremely important to be consistent and for others to clearly understand your 

position. My family needed that consistency in order to plan and make the appropriate decisions for our



future. During this horrific process, Speaker Harwell first just said | should resign. She then, before any 

report had ever even been officially launched, said | would be expelled. However, when the AG Report 

came out, she said she respected the decision of the ad hoc committee (which she created) to not 

recommend expulsion and let the voters decide. It was at THIS time, not before, that my family decided 

| would suspend my campaign. As | stated at the time, this was not an admission of guilt, but it was clear 

that | had been tried and convicted in the court of public opinion literally hours before early voting 

started, and would have no chance to adequately respond to my voters. Still, my family and | took 

Speaker Harwell at her word, expecting her to lay her weapons down, as | stepped away from my re- 

election campaign. 

Not even a week later, she decides we need a special session to expel me, based upon information 

readily available to her throughout the entire situation. Once again, she responds to media reports and 

changes her mind -- to the detriment of my family and this legislative body. After the petition drive 

failed, she said | would finish my term, yet here we are again discussing expulsion by stretching the 

constitutionality of a Special Session. 

Attorney for Jane Does Made Strong Point 

Let me be clear, I’m here asking for a fair trial, but | can’t help but agree with some of the quotes made 

by an attorney for one of the Jane Does. 

“Anyone pushing to move forward on a legislative session that’s likely doing so for their own political 

purposes, my client is not a pawn in your political game, and it needs to stop,” Teets said. 

“You can’t show up wearing a cape and acting as a savior when you sat there years ago and were aware 

of the culture and did nothing,” he said. 

At this point, an expulsion proceeding clearly seems more about scoring political points than righting 

any wrongs. As demonstrated above, even the attorney for one of the Jane Does doesn’t want the topic 

discussed publicly and views an expulsion process as purely grandstanding. 

Due to the way this situation has been handled, my family finds itself in the position of wanting to 

largely clear my name by releasing names and text messages of many Jane Does while also wanting to 

not make the situation a bigger circus than it has already become. 

\’ve prepared a document responding to each and every Jane Doe — with names — and with text 

messages stored on a cloud. But that process should be handled according to House rules —notina 

public expulsion proceeding. 

(see Attachment 6) 

My Attendance 

My understanding is that | will not receive any form of due process and will merely serve as a political 

instrument for election year grandstanding. I’m even under the impression that multiple legislators 

nearly came to blows over who could present the resolution to expel me from the body. Since | believe 

all that to be true, | currently do not plan to attend the session — but | reserve the right to change my 

mind. If House leadership changes its position, chooses to respect the House rules and institutes some 

level of fundamental fairness, | am more than happy to take part in a fair proceeding.



But until that happens, | plan right now is to stay away in protest of what has truly been a fundamentally 

unfair situation. If any member would like to reach me, | am happy to address any questions or 

concerns. | am also not far from the Capitol if anyone wishes to sit down. 

Sincerely, 

Cp 

Jeremy R. Durham


